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China will follow in the course of two or three weeks. I future issues to a series of articles setting forth these advantages. I substitute found another way of disposing of its waste wood - boxes than fl.

We must thank Mrs. Cunning-In some seventeen hundred names now on file in our office are being the numerous changes of rank and location. Our principle source of list up to date and correct, but it is rather difficult to do so what with above all remember your right or wrong thinking is a big help or a

We are equipped to cut to length Anything Cast in Stock

NEW ENGLAND STRUCTURAL CO. and all Industrial Enterprises

Iron :: Steel :: Metals

Rhode Island Tool Co.

Arthur C. Harvey Co.

Arthur W. Morse '21 ....................

Arthur E. Farrington '19 .................... Circulation Manager

J. William Murray

Custom Military Tailor

Phone 7392

77 Bedford St., Boston

A telephone call will bring my representative to take your measure.

W. Rollins '78, Chairman of the United States Civil Service Commission, in a letter to the Personnel Officers of all the branches of the United States entered into the war.

HARVARD - The Harvard team also followed the same line. The Athletics Committee has voted to allow a minimum of eligibility and to set back the time of any major series for which they are to be scheduled. They are also to be arranged for the benefit of the University and eight training engineers.

Harvard has invited the Harvard scholars' and to as long as the University's office and the operations of advertising itself to a disadvantage of yours.
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